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ELEGIES ADVANCE 
 
In the barren dirt. Eyes 
swollen, fallen, someone or something 
came. Allston? A voice asked. 
You are just a shade. The only 
shade is you, voice, he may have  
muttered. I knew you once,  
the voice sd, skinny jeans, tattoos 
handsome well-traveled colonizing 
& colonized mind escaping  
with the inherited sweat of slaves to refuse 
these shores until a colony cd 
be found of landscapes impossible to locate 
a nether-land of refusal all around. 
What comfort there cd any friend 
like Bryant offer, everyone & everything dying 
or dead, as he wrapped himself in the drapery 
of his couch & lay down in delusion? 
Allston pointed to a painting, what 
cd have been a painting, of Elijah 
in the desert, 1 Kings 17:1-7, a tree 
with its orifice & limbs a hand 
dripping into a melted posture 
of sex & age. The ravens fed Elijah 
but does the artist really care 
because power cannot extinguish itself 
of or by itself & the painting was the first hip acquisition 
in a museum after you were dead, the voice sd— 
get thee hence, & turn thee eastward & hide 
thyself in the brook, but after a while the brook 
dried up because there had been no rain  
in the land. Thru work, Allston sd 
we inspect our surroundings & our lives 
for errors we cd not see otherwise  
by enshrining contradictions that require 
infinite transformations of thought strenuously  
forging on in mystery. Or misery, the voice sd, 
since speaking differently or painting differently 
is no match for waking to see the monstrosity 
of the world most directly in oneself 
& here, shade, I cannot even stand 
barely able to eat dirt the backcrack boats moored 
in the alley of the telecast empty channel loons 
diving the abandoned municipal buildings broken 
& without surprise remaining in the world in some 
form of prophylactic change that eats up 



all that time that shd have been & shd be free 
& leaves in its place a single bridge clogged in its 
arteries & neon obliteration of relative durability 
tossed like a rag a stubborn hammer drill emerging 
in this spot where no hammer drills remain.  
Even so, shade, take this child’s song. 

(A child’s song is sung, eons old, likely apocryphal) 

Blossoms without stem, you came by water 
diaphanous, of the hieroglyphic citizen. 
A gold embossing: 
despite the stars of consummate glimpses 

the echoes of solitude were sweeter.  
We cannot mean so much: only discs 
splayed into fragmented sticks 

themselves the errors of spirit 
unmistakably in autumn among the bloom.  
And to the sharpest turn, vial 
of emptiness, brimming 
with the emptiest tune, poor child am I— 

negations were committed— 
already wordless in the swindled loom.  

And now I myself can’t even stand, sd Allston 
can’t tell whether I’m bound or this ache 
in my wrists is something else, because 
rage mimics real acknowledgement 
of suffering no one talks about 
in the baseness of their gloating bait 
that sparkles like a jewel of cut 
hate, another thing to be bought 
or stored away. Will wounds  
weep with ecstasies of bees 
& lowly heal-alls of the ditch? 
And without any reactionary act 
will the sun at noon pause as if from sleep 
& the brook dry up that instant from no rain? 
Elijah, Elijah, with fiery eyes I cry 
take the food, take the food you’ll never take 
& drink from the brook you’ll never drink from again 
& let the ravens do the rest while this voice 
from nowhere—what has it lost? You speak 
thru me & I can’t tell the difference 
Elijah, bursting into a fireball, take the food 



from the ravens & destroy credibility, 
call courage a coward, understand no one, 
gaze into the darkness, just once, just once, 
be a body in the world, the cold gift of gazing 
into fire & being fire, & not be marred— 
& with that he collapsed.  

    Don’t they always break 
sd the voice, while I lie here, face down, 
licking the ground which is all the bourgeoisie 
have left me, tho I might be able to wiggle my fingers 
or toes in pain, if I still have them, but most 
likely I do not, if I ever did. Crawl over the threat 
on the way thru the poorly 
designed open-source set of 
regrets no one can because they can never know 
how much pain they caused for show 
& what things they shd let go, like letting go 
of the dead, like poor Leander who died, 
who will weep for him? Or his lover, Lily, 
who sd to him, all you care about is the 
metaphysical, the tragic—what bollocks— 
as if you were an unwilling victim 
in a masquerade of marionettes. I’ve loved 
you too & yr love frightens me. Who will weep 
for her? In the undergrowth in the shade 
in the shadow under anything 
in the last example of the first desire.  
 
Here arose an anonymous echo, perhaps from the voice itself: 
 
Coming to you I was stopped. 
At the base 
I overlooked, there it was, & I,  
I was on the move 
away from it, away from you 
away & away. Call, call from here! 
Refuse, detritus: 
nothing came, oh there, oh nothing, 
oh there oh nothing oh came.  
Now nothing but, ah, I was coming! 
Coming to you I was stopped.   
 
Allston awoke in pain. I am nothing, he sd. 
My pain is like the wind because the dead 
are nature & its indifference stretches on into infinity, 
an ocean, a sky, a desert, a decay of spring growth. 
Far-away smoke or illumined darkness? The voice sd.  
Who then is approaching? Can’t you hear them, 



or have you no ears? I still have mine I think 
but I can barely hear after decades in the city 
living with a nail in the back of the head  
of what is heard. Minor joys 
had in societies that may now exist  
or not exist. Quiet now & listen.  
 

An Elegiac Interlude 
 

(Two approach) 
 

Rigley, whose thoughts were his own 
& who sang this in his mind 
as he sang so many things sung 
to him in nightmares & in dreams 
sd to his friend, this is our train. 
His friend knew. They fuck with 
us like this on daytime television 
& in ads on public transportation 
& with the food we eat while we 
gaze at pictures of National Parks 
& landscapes of Mars—while at Standing Rock 
or reservations around Four Corners 
the lie is given, & who lives on? My 
friends, my friends are eaten from inside 
by opioids & heroin & the parody 
of neoliberalism that makes sanctuary 
cities a defense of urban domination 
where the outrage of elites shines for once 
so bright like elegiac piercing stars 
in their own minds halved by ideology  
& like a choir of all they think they hate 
wait to restore themselves with moderates 
who make misery & money tastefully know 
profit must love charity. When you were in love 
was their name Profit or Charity? Rigley asked. 
Profit, no doubt, but you can do better 
than that. I often do much worse, 
these days, but better than two lovers 
on a barren plain of chaos themselves  
alone. Profit, Beauty, what difference 
when our lives are broken love & 
we are left to love? Tho you, his friend sd, 
forgive me, have left so many in yr wake 
of brokenness, & I wonder whether you 
love anything anymore except what 
ever you can’t talk about or can’t be  
talked about in yr dreams or nightmares of —?  
What we live with we must live with alone 
in dreams if not in death, which isn’t worth 
our time—in collaboration we live & 



struggle against actually existing enemies 
demands discipline like the discipline  
of reading. You joke, his friend sd, but I read  
on trains & in what time I steal often 
without finishing half of what I start or half 
the time starting in the middle or the end.  
The precarity. In love or struggle even when you 
think you know what’s happening 
lightning divides. I can’t say I’ve ever 
been struck, Rigley sd, but once 
I was in a building that was hit 
& I thought a bomb went off. A bomb 
before humans made bombs & power was 
a mystery. Hardly now. I’d rather day  
drink than pretend warlords just have SWAT 
teams & surveillance & ambitious DAs 
true scum of late capitalism 
whose stop is here, in the vacuum of the dying — 
& here is my elegy for —. Let every prosecutor & every judge walk on the catwalk where they fall in 
high heels. A— E— A— M— P— just nonsense for the censors. A peasant plants a field to feed a 
rebellion & then is drawn & quartered, head on a pike. The law is wanted by some, but only by those 
who want exploitation. This is for one I won’t name, for reasons I won’t name, under circumstances 
I won’t name, but I remember them next to a giant dildo, & they sd, I don’t want my picture taken 
with that. Weep until the end of time. Weep until that space is no longer filled with racist ironic 
memorabilia of Indians & bad porn & god knows what is on the carpet & weep until a figure from 
one of the posters on the wall—a band or cartoon—steps down all in unison (all in unison)  

    The cinderblocks of the walls  
     the past 
       the music [& the heartbreaking music] 
       the rocks & heartbreak & the break… 

 
Rocks, then, let’s talk about rocks & sheer cliffs 

                  Allston intervened 
& hills & overgrown neglected parks 
where love was born. Shithole scumbags 
walking by & lights from somewhere 
unkept grass & love & an empty field 
fires illegally lit without a cop to bother anyone 
beaches where bottles were thrown 
panoramas impossible anywhere else, sunsets 
seaside musings about living on a sinking dock 
walks to nowhere thruout the shoreline 
cars where lights were turned on  
fights half-started or broken up 
walking up to a stranger that became a stranger— 
God, which century or neighborhood is Elijah in now? The voice sd. 
My feet, my feet, if I still have feet, if I ever did.  
I can’t move, shade, except to lick the dirt 
but don’t expect anyone to speak.    
 



 
ELEGIES ADVANCE 
 
Bitterness & eyes 
 that cannot see 
      the rot that lies 
      unfaced & pushed away 
when life is still available tho 
cut in half, give us strength 
   in the weakness of our own 
     endurance of the weakest no.  
   (Anonymous Notebook) 
 
       And where is wisdom to be gained? In the 
stones in the breeze in the pain that pushes on is no wisdom but bones bleached brittle in the sun in 
the isolation of the dream replayed a fragile fury a turning away from all that promises relief without 
reckoning of blood & piss & endless dead ends melting into rain that becomes no desire for 
knowledge or insight or experience except to be there in the company if not the place of suffering 
where the worst day to be lived is to come even it if has already been lived in another time when 
wisdom had been gained & lost & perilously strived for.  
 

Let the chorus sing. Even now we are 
left to be ignored like the aged fools  
that we are by caring about any  
one of these managerial leeches 
that suck the planet dry with acts & policies 
they spin for the betterment 
of sleep for everyone who needs the rest 
because they have work early. Let no one speak 
to them because countless times before & countless 
times to come they have & will have shown 
their parasitic adaptability of ruthless 
darkness that will always be dismissed but  
whose insignificance is a mirror of our own.  

 
[Enter two young people, drunk or high, in complete reflection, scribbling their grievances or demands] 
 
That all life ahead has already been bought or sold. 
This can be seen easily by walking down Newbury Street or at any of the private or public Universities where 
loans are dispensed with impunity in the debasement of labor expecting debtors to work for decades to buy 
back that future in the future owned by someone else & guarded by Congress & the courts.  
That music articulate nothing but a sprawling noisy mess. 
That wage labor come to an end immediately not with the Angel of Mercy but with the twilight star brooding 
on the cold volcano of infinity.  
That we reaffirm fuck all scabs.  
That a new life be imagined that includes the insane, the homeless, the jobless, the addicts, the exiled, the 
detained, the criminals, the stigmatized, the aliens, the others, the others, the others.  
That the nihilism of the bourgeoisie be confronted with the nihilism of the lost who just don’t give a fuck.  
That all the pigs be roasted & their ears eaten first.  



That the center of destruction be the mind as the mind destroys the center. 
That the overpass at Sullivan Station, which drips with pigeon shit, be replaced with a ceiling painted blue 
which will remind everyone of the sky they took from us.  
 
      The high clinking pile up 
           of yearning without quench or stay 
                                                                            stay, for just a moment,  
                                     as the wind blows even for a moment 
              we fail to remain tho  

we do not rise away. 
 (Anonymous Notebook) 

 
The poem leads us thru houses we remember as fire forces us out.  
 
Thought.  
 
All the poem can offer is a vision of our wretchedness & mutilation from capital but capital has no 
say in the matter. Always & again the poem thinks. That is the truth the poem guards in its 
destruction.  
 
The poem carries with it the shame of its never have been written. It must be faced. That shame 
attaches to the face of the person speaking. The poem is indifferent to such shame because it 
announces its truth in flames.   
 
Even from the wrecks of our lives the poem builds the fire of transformation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
ELEGIES ADVANCE 
 
Every city is a world unto itself 
somewhere. Someone sidled up  
where I read the master  
I read years later 
the protégé & I wondered how  
   much more shimmering 
does he desire. Never been to Paris 
but I know douchebag streets you also can’t name  
bug lights covered in bubble gum & Rigley 
was sitting in the back doing what doesn’t matter 
as he usually does, so tell me what the  
precise fuck he can’t say here even if he wants to 
 
  Did whoever say that 
  not want anyone to be able to maintain the poor  
  cave that will be taken away, the minimal 
  tools, the last resources of grass? 
 
invasive attempts at algorithmic  
not even close to trying to  
 
  Swim. I can’t, sd the voice. Fucking swim. 
     You’ll kill me.  
 
And for that matter  
color,  
 
    There is that sky 
            where red & yellow 
      are simultaneous 
       & they know no bounds 
    What rule was that? 
       I’ll break it.  
           (Anonymous Notebook) 
 
A short song. The nightmares 
where those we loved returned in other forms 
in all the haunts in all 
the old routes  
endured like the death of a parent 
whose funeral shall never be attended.  
Stillness. We don’t 
even know this much. Eloquence is maybe 



nightmares shows how chemical happenstance storm brings back the pain awake to what is read 
there the buzz phantasm & in the morning the high voltage power lines in the ear. Don’t even offer 
this much. There is no language can ever cross the violence death or the accident of whatever you  
but for emphasis, I’ll say 
you look like someone interested 
          in property.  
 
While they rest, 
& butterflies barely 
exist, so rare nowadays 
the last one out. 
 
  Rigley stepped out. What shit is this.  
  Don’t, a friend sd. But here we are again 
  in that dude’s charisma or what shd seem like 
  or what shd be & here we are charisma  
  vomit. Expectorate all the synonyms 
  as if we cd but perhaps one mouth like mine  
  vomiting will do it even if it’s one mouth because 
  I do it every day. I do it anyway, so it’s 
  not—his friend comforted him. And she burst 
  into what Rigley had never seen before 
  & had no words for, & after he steadied 
  himself, he asked, what does life fucking mean? 
  You think you have any idea about  
  confusion. You don’t. Nor is yr self-centr- 
  ed implicit tacit arrogance much more 

than a question whose answer exactly is 
what I cd believe, Rigley absolutely  
did or did not say.  

 
 
The eyes. You cd see it in them. They will 
not die on this coast. And then 
there was less.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
ELEGIES ADVANCE 
 
What risk. With the outright charlatans 
modest alliance the voice sd what 
can be remembered after 
all that time 
when it was taken 
for granted the sun vilest rogue 
wd shine, when the  
bare concrete walls & the fabrication 
when it was taken 
for granted the sun 
wd shine, when  
covered in paint & bird shit 
was there alongside 
a future that was perfect 
true before the silence 
break isolation where 
none but the dead return.  
 
  (Here entered two  
 nymphs, who may have been 
 the voice or the inversion thereof) 
 
       One nymph sd call it 
       damage, what he did 
       & I will never forget, 
       call it catastrophe, & 
       he remains a commodity 
       which I have to buy 
       & labor to live & main 
       tain what existence  
       I have inside this 
       crack of a wall where 
       we live, listening to 
       the traffic, the commuters  

& their dreams & 
each breath is another 
moment of extraction 
in this crack not even 
large enough for a flea. 

       Was it always like this? 
       I remember, the other 
       the other nymph sd 
       we flew with wings & 
       across the ponds & scum 
       & algae, which did 
       not scare me & I heard 
       the hunting owl hunt 



       at dusk its tree 
       top lair heard the weeping 
       water or brook but I 
 
       don’t know the patterns 
       anymore or if they 
       were just recesses of 
       what was already gone 
       as we are here & gone 
       in this crack we cannot 
       leave where machines 
       blister by & leave us 
       cankerous in this scene.  
 

  an echo responded, nymphs,  
  if that is what you are 
  caught there in that tiny  
  rupture concrete hole 
  I too am held lying 
  what you say moves me 
  & reminds me of one of my lives 
  worst perhaps, or what I 
  might remember as the worst, 
  when I, an echo, was 
  imprisoned & abandoned 
  alone & tortured by   
  the police driving by 
  lights on intersections 
  imprisoned & abandoned 
  whether on the intersection 
  in the cell tortured or when 
  released, I cannot recall 
  now. My memory is lives 
  bouncing off one another. 
  Mind alone & never together. 
  In one life I suffered & in  
  another thank god I was  
  harried when free, living 
  in surveillance filth, where 
  was my room? Where 
  were my thoughts but 
  what is heard trailing off 
  after a few minutes 
  becoming fainter like 
  now until here is barely here.  

 
      the music is wait? 
      listen till what? 
      our baseline is time? 
 
     don’t kid me. RIGHT NOW. 
          



   & every dream 
   ever had  
   I will eat 
   off the pid 

geon wing at any 
square or public 
show that’s lost. 
 (Anonymous Notebook) 

 
 
  Rigley woke up in a sweat. We have 
  to go deeper. And then he stopped to sing.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
ELEGIES ADVANCE 
 
Ah, Cotton, the voice sd 
doesn’t yr name ring. They don’t have an 
actor for you at Plimouth Plantation, for  
obvious reasons, which is too bad 
because I’d like to see you played but there 
is that plaque at Old North that has St. Botolph’s 
& of course yr grave outside the Omni Parker 
where Ho Chi Min was a baker & Malcolm 
X was a busboy & then there is the King’s  
Chapel which signifies everything you were 
against Anglican colonial architecture 
but what does that matter when you thot 
the millennium was coming & you died first 
or to put it differently why exactly 
thinking hard about Canticles as you 
were preaching yr lovely sermons & Pequots 
were being burned alive & I guess children  
were running out & let’s repeat were 
just so you know we know they 
were being massacred burned alive & shot 
as you talked about love 
& we won’t let that get in the way except  
insofar as we might even have a conversation 
shade. You pull away. Neither Archbishop 
Laud nor yr friend Shepard 
who thot you hid & never repented 
I am not. Yr language or whatever eloquence 
you might have was not bestowed  
nor can be taken away by me, face down in dirt.  
Cotton came & perhaps surprisingly 
sd nothing. Hold this silence 
for as long as it can be held, knowing we cannot 
Hutchinson Hawthorne Jonathan Edwards 
stick it preceding everyone even 
Emerson on the question of silence 
in church on digging up graves on 
what sorcery is this? Far more is known 
& so do not yield in what I say 
in every way imaginable my words are  
vacant thots & they stand for election 
in all its rigor, vanishing language 
less than vanishing, something 
come up for a bit & then to drop away.  



 
 [A spiritual song, unsung, but filling every note] 
 
  A glint for the pain in the heel, an open crack 

of thunder for waking up exhausted, a cliff-side 
for having no birthdays, no calling, but pushing thru 
the fire door & the furnace at the end 
of doubled hallways, never having a sense 
where the paths converge in an eyelid 
opens to a background of flame 
in every day of the alarm shrieking a bird 
remembering its first flight as fall to oblivion’s 
private room in the engendering of Upstream 
the hands, the back, the broken rebuff of more than just one back.  

 

    And every beautiful 
                        face, every fresh 
                  moment of a look 
                              & a stranger who finds 
                        you yr soul in yr eyes 
                              in the crowds, 
                             & the look of one 
                        you will never look 
                                      upon again. 
                            (Anonymous Notebook) 
 
In Defense of Regicide is an in- 
teresting book after you fled from one  
of the greatest parochial churches  
in all of England & who doubts you 
were pleased by the birth of yr son on the  
Atlantic to call him Seaborn who later married 
Bradstreet’s daughter, far more fascinating 
than the side that brought about Cotton Mather 
then sent Hutchinson to house arrest, didn’t you 
as you left the Misericords of St. Botolph’s  
a master striking a boy with a birch the boy 
defending himself with a book a single book 
or a couple of jesters, each holding a cat 
& biting their tails? 
 
  Ah the memories of 
     cowardly transgressions 
          never faced then nor 
    reckoned with & now 
    not regret precisely 
        just impatient repugnance 
           clouds settling grey against 



    spots of blue & light 
        cut all the way thru 
   (Anonymous Notebook) 
 
Here arose various songs, which the voice sometimes echoed: 
 
 A Garden Scene Opens 
 Where just struggle & exploitation 
 the dripping bricks the 
 blocked out windows the weeds 
 & all the green 
 memories of a window 
 & little growths that took over 
 like green-painted glass  
 the overgrown hedges 
 the trees you cannot stop 
 the blue-tinged & fern-like  
 & already turning elephantine 
 leaves & rust against it 
 the no-one-planted 
 never-approved-mess-of-green 
 caught up in fire escapes  
 & taller than mediocre buildings 
 ignored on the side of the tracks 
 & ignoring the metal fences 
  that are fine support. 
 
(As echo vines & ferns enveloped the scene, then faded as light faded.) 
 
A Spiritual Song 
 
Love headlong for its own wounded sake 
held in an institution of the state 
or private mirror embodiment 
where attachment & protocol are at stake 
 
& where love, the multiple of love, gives up 
everyone & everything created 
even created loss & created fate 
which uses up the person & erupts 
 
in alienation sans devotion 
mere vast unshining spark of logic 
of posthuman labor pornographic 
limae labor in desolate motion 
 
of shit time slowly ruined or stolen 
for domination & profit where hope 



lessness is all there is to drink a few drops 
& loneliness all to eat forlorn 
 
love that spikes hidden in the shock 
& no longer desires denial 
only burned-out burning water on fire 
without resistance, without turning back. 
 
Here the voice sd something incomprehensible, nonsense or neologism. 
 
  The Wail 
  a waling broke thru 
  where was no depth nor height 
  wailing elemental 
  as if in some moments 
  life might be otherwise until 
  lost in woe & tomorrow 
  because it is not as if a 
  thing irreplaceable has been 
  replaced by wailing, not 
  an end & a beginning 
  just more woe & tomorrow 
  repugnant terror 
  spilling over every levee 
  & border, floorboards 
  broken, ceiling caving  
  in, no escape possible 
  a wailing wailing 
  to ask why can’t I 
  exist without existence & 
  how do you know I don’t? 
Within the murderous space without dimension was always the fantasy that this cd end at any time, 
certainly not now, probably not tomorrow, these things take time, but a persistent durable fantasy 
that this wd go one no longer than cd be endured, as if the body itself were not where it cd be 
endured. But now there is no body, if anyone even knows what it was. What keeps going on without 
a body or any minimal tie to whatever the body was thot to have, whatever it cd be? 
 
    The contrast, pale greys 
         pinks, the streaks 
              background of spots 
      of light, blue before 
         there is none, the depth 
           & elevations of clouds 
               & the fading sun. 
        (Anonymous Notebook) 
 
[Enter a rupture of waves & sound] 
 



    Rigley awoke in his song & sd 
    I’ve seen this place this place before 
    at bars where bartenders 
    leap right over to break up a fight 
    & there is no lock on the bathroom door 
    so no one can overdose where emptiness 
    fills everything at night while kids slum it 
    with cheap drafts & invest in bitcoins on the side 
    & encrypt their lives on iPhones so they’re 
    safe & their data always is &— 
    Oh no doubt you’ve seen it before 
    a woman sd, & there were men around 
    that laughed, & do you want to join us? 
    Some other time, I’m sure.  
    I came here—where?—having been thru 
    dreams & nightmares & more than I’ll say 
    to you, whoever you are. I’ve seen this 
    in manifestos that call for the col 
    lapse of life & art & I’ve seen 
    it all in letters that break death & life 
    apart & I’ve seen it all the way 
    thru everything I’ve sung & started to 
    walk away from out of spite or music 
    al indignation. Whatever place this is 
    send me off or take pity on yrselves 
    as I have little pity left so just 
    tell me where I am or where I need to go 
    however I ended up among you 
    waking somnambulant vaporized minds. 
    Then Rigley found himself among the trees. 
 

Perhaps he’s in heaven,  
the voice sd, or we’re in heaven, 
a mere desert, &, if so, has it changed 
much since the last time you saw it? 
There may be fewer rocks. 
Cotton paused. I will say this, among 
this mimicry of spiritual life. 
I did leave St. Botolph’s to come 
to a church of wood & mud in 
this wilderness knit together, & the 
only spiritual life is flooded by grace 
not the language of the creature, unbound 
by sweet loving kisses of God 
& congregations freely choosing to accept 
love freely offered to wade slowly 
into the waters until water is  
at the knees, bowels, & neck to feel 
water overtake the head & to dive in 
entirely. A problem if you can’t swim, 
the voice sd. See, shade, the politics 
of dying into rebirth. Cd I stand  
we’d take a walk where Scollay Square 



no longer stands because of Brutalism 
or Back Bay where Boston Strong t-shirts  
proclaim the bombing will never be for 
gotten but no one asks Yemen 
what they think of terrorism 
or asks you what love was on a foreign shore 
except when that interest just is the interest of 
The King’s Chapel Burying Ground, the Millennium Tower. 
There are some things, many things,  
even death doesn’t make up for 
as water is stirred 
       again floating on the water.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
ELEGIES ADVANCE 
 
Desert or desert, the imperative. 
Desolation or till next time. Is some 
one there? The voice asked.  
No one, someone sd, a vague racialized                 
someone the voice cd not place 
racialized not in the way Meghan Markle 
is racialized but in the way thick  
contradictions are the way trash is 
that education can be held up as  
ideal & used to contain & exploit  
populations shd realize it is just 
that sunrise of guilt & their fault anyway 
missing teeth because of a fight 
or abuse or bad health or the fact 
of becoming addicted or selling addiction 
or walking yr kids safely to school 
or standing in front of Home Depot 
hoping for some work today  
or having shit tattoos or talking too loud 
disgusting to trained imposed ignorance. 
I don’t know who you are, the voice 
sd, but I doubt you’re dead. I get 
too many shades here who crave to speak 
like entrepreneurs craving their own envy 
but not many otherwise, & I can’t 
bend my head from licking this dirt 
to look at you. Of course you fucking can’t 
because you’re a voice in a powerful 
city that wants to find meaning in suffering 
& you spend far too much time speaking  
to & maybe for the important dead  
so perhaps acknowledge these crimes if you’re not 
a total hypocrite. But don’t get up  
for me. Whether I’m a shade or not 
is immaterial, alive or dead  
like anything here, that rock there, that 
time between one day & the next 
that recurs in dreams & we want a co 
nnection, those figures we know or who are 
inventions never seen before. Infinite 
but not without limit. Even this place  
is not this place & the name of any city 
is charged like the name of any person 
whatever person means nowadays  
in its legal determination of lives 



much more like a honeycomb  
of openings or a kaleidoscope 
of race & class than a place that can be 
talked about. The world is here in languages 
& in the fog & in the planes & cars 
& trains that connect it to trees just outside 
the city & another satellite  
that also doesn’t exist  
beyond appearance, news from 
around the world & various other 
manipulations to suppress those who 
can barely survive in this place 
disappearing into its name. Leave it 
for the inmate work crews polishing 
the stainless-steel sign of  
BROCKTON POLICE with 
Plymouth County sheriffs looking on 
decided for & by the professional- 
managerial class who with moistened eyes 
linger over the latest article  
by Ta-Nehisi Coates to experience 
complex emotions appropriately 
while the paycheck goes into direct 
deposit or an ad about Violence  
Intervention & Prevention  
in Bowdoin Geneva is approved 
by the Boston Public Health Commission 
& Mayor Marty Walsh who like the reader  
is another very important person.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
ELEGIES ADVANCE 
 
(An opening Aubade) 
 
Ursa Major, some aged radical in the back 
of the room dressed in a bear skin no joke 
insisting on another dressed-up language  
knows no time or own temporality [sic] 
 half-hilarious consciousness in thrall 
pontification ambassador of great change 
oblivion of the urban housing market 
where wealth is held in the universal  
centers of praxis middle-class art break 
prolegomena chronic one-way “‘it’s 
funny that a naked pregnant woman 
strikes us as primitive’ sd the naked 
pregnant woman” ca. 20th century  

some challenge that 
touching glowing screens become the touch 
& transgressions like contempt flow downward 
from media snippets everywhere mere 
patronizing celebration of mediocrity  
& the past no one can eat except 
in pictures that crawl over pornographic 
shooting sprees & bomb threats ooh poetry 
because mass production makes everything 
cheaper & affordable for everyone  
that can’t buy what’s better like a drone 
that’s not a knock-off pressure cooker 
bomb or a broom handle used for rape 
as a strategy in war or just plain cartel 
dismemberings one click away CIA 
MKUltra or Section 702 of  
the Patriot Act in perpetuity  
bright morning of daylight saving time. 
It is not unheard of. Like sores on the knees.   
 
     What has happened to the soul 
            that this violence 
         is cosmopolitan expected 
               familiarity with the world 
          or human nature 
          or some other weak lie of the powerful? 
      (Anonymous Notebook) 
 
(The Chorus enters, aged all of them) 
 



Words that barely come, paths 
newly laid out & faltering 
horrific to our broken minds & we cannot 
weep, tho perhaps we can, we cannot 
trees in a swamp without leaves 
marshes or whatever sci-fi noise 
overtakes the junkyards, the bodies 
sleeping on benches or the smell 
of them, the bodies too cracked 
or too ill to work, our bodies bent & done 
with the blankness of death & the fantasy 
of anything but life. Ignored & repulsed 
ridiculed & repudiated, thrown off & thrown 
out, abandoned & abused, mocked 
& manipulated by fearmongering 
& political vultures, taken for a ride 
& taken for granted, here we are, 
half standing, aging penniless to fight 
& get knocked down again, to spend 
youth only to find ourselves worse off 
& to see youth’s horrors that are to come.   
 

Song for working-class youth by the Chorus 
 

I came from a place where tools 
weren’t the rarified kind 
to Boston Towne of purest fools 
where I was the biggest around 

 
& the work I did for a while 
was menial sure but what else 
until I lost all in travail 
until I barely had a pulse. 

 
It’s not that it was uncommon 
in the neighborhoods where I lived 
to have a packie as the commons 
or a bottle thrown at yr head 

 
which landed at the neck, & hurt, 
as money hurts all without it. 
Until I was told to get out 
I spent some time in Everett. 

 
No one in Dorchester sd that 
but Back Bay & Cambridge were clear; 
they accept all who can pay out 
but for most that doesn’t go far. 

 
I thot back to all that I’d seen 



as a child, wretch, & naïf   
& I thot of the pleasures of spring 
& in hell I wanted the grave.  

 
The drug dealer knew my guise— 
I was a rambler of the city— 
so in the depths came to ask why 
“you passed but did not nod to me.” 

 
On Washington street that very one 
you’re thinking of, or the other, 
I, like so many, broken down 
walked back & forth forever. 

 
 At the county jail my cellmate  
 slept for three days on benzos; 
 an LGBT nonprofit 
 wd pay the bail while he dozed 
 
 or so he sd. A guy came up 
 yapping about the cases he’d caught 
 for PREA as a haha’d windup 
 to “you like yr cell with a faggot?” 
 

Jackson Square girls I came across 
were forced to jump the T turnstile 
& sure you care about their losses 
which are like yrs, but take a while 

 
& think why all the care you’ve spent 
matters less than a monthly pass 
because between that choice & rent 
cash will decide what counts as choice. 

 
Just guess what all was against us 
but I know one was our own minds 
as the stress of struggle bent us 
& Boston was the place & time.  

 
What came before some want after 
& I see working-class history 
urban & rural moving faster 
automatons of youth’s factory 

 
where minds will be uploaded 
& bodies will be bent like mine. 
Till exploitation be exploded 
let future Athens lie in ruins. 
  
  (here the voice echoed the last line: 
  let the blood-red A lie in ruins.) 
 



   Time is not wisdom 
      as we think we 
           make this  
     impossible absolutely 
        no one not any one of us 
            neither we nor I 
          learned that & altho 
                certainly confusion is not taught 
             confused certainty is. 
               (Anonymous Notebook)  
 

The shape of the poem is not the shape of the life. The poem does not yield, the poem that reaches 
before birth, before the genesis of all that has died.  
 
On the point of something else entirely, eupheme.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ELEGIES ADVANCE 
 
A forest scene, the voice sd 
with great swaths of trees 
whether emerging abruptly or 
growth selected centuries old 
contrived as a sovereign wood 
I cannot say. But living things abound 
unexpected beyond anyone’s jurisdiction 
& here Rigley found himself with his friend 
& here they heard the fairies sing. 
The fairies darted in & out, up & down, 
blessed comeliness some sang  
some laughed at that & changed 
& this is how their contrariness rang.  
 
   Whatever order there is,  

one sd, for you mortals,  
sd another, let this disturb it.  

   A dream you might  
   have of some love 
   lost & returned 
   in the brooks & hollows 
   running to meet them 

   & realize they are 
   utterly changed 
   a mouth of crystal 
   or emerald a face 
   not their own 
   & if this is  
   a dream, how  

   wd you know? 

   We fairies know  
mystery that 

   is not mere enchant 

   ment limits you 
   try to cross but 
   cannot & we move 
   with speeds inhuman  
   & with thot 
   beyond yr intelligence. 
   Thrice round the world 
   or thrice round 
   every life we fly 
   before you know  
   the difference between 

   waking & dreaming or 
   what is lost & what 
   is not the darkness that 
   invades the woods 



   refracted multitudes 

   as if the sun were 
   a great crystal of light 

   we persist in pain 
& delight & mystery.  

 
With that the fairies moved among the trees & undergrowth which seemed to glow & sing their 
songs inaudible to human ears but thru the plant’s flowering & search for water & light & change of 
color a grand chorus indivisible in the ear a chorus everchanging in imagination. 
 
[The scene shifted, & fairy lights erupted & disappeared, & Rigley & his friend were about to speak 
when the trees danced.] 
 
The Dance of the Trees 

The trees swayed 
       & time slowed 
  or sped as the dance 
      breathed in the fragility 
 of breath exactly 

          they moved 
  in rhythm of dirt 
         darkness & lovely muck 
      was it like a song? 
             only if it’s wrong 
          how did it sound? 
       like the sound of the ground 
   the trees swayed in rhythm never 
        seen infinitely changing 
          as time sped & slowed 
    & joy wás free.  
 
All these cities on the coasts or any 
where capitalism flourished wanted the same 
quaint wish to encapsulate nature rather  
than destroy it without compunction 
beyond planning or construction or 
certainly in all the hubris of urbanity 
massive expansion never seen before  
in the history of humanity 
or anywhere look at the  
Arboretum & institutional investment  
in all it is & has been & then let’s 
talk about where I am. Where the fuck 
am I? Because I know this place quite 
well but this is not the place I know,  
Rigley sd. A better question might be  
why you look like you just walked out of a bombed  
penumbral meeting on hijackings 



Hypatia replied. Is that really yr name?  
I think you shd ask yrself that, Rigley sd. 
I don’t know for sure, but I don’t envy you  
yr future. You might, Hypatia sd,  
if you knew yrs, or even yr past, 
& tho you’ll say you know it all too well 
I doubt that too, as I doubt  
you even know how to pose the question 
whose answer you most long for & may 
elude you forever on the boundary 
between language & silence. I doubt  
whose song this is, Rigley, if that’s yr name 
& I doubt what you know about yrself  
is anything more than what you know 
about me or anyone since yr future  
or yr past does not belong to you 
& anyway I don’t talk about possession 
unless that means a medium or con 
duit. Rigley came to his senses.  
Thank god you’re here that this is not some 
spiritual journey then. I doubt 
I cd bear that any more than an artist 
cd bear to be wrong. Am I here 
or am I a spectral visitor in yr song? 
Hypatia asked. Let’s make it a journey  
a journey for nothing by one whose life 
was — & one whose life was —  
neither either knowing which was which 
& both destroyed because they’re just names anyway 
the voice sd. Before the scene changed they threw 
             their pilgrimage  
like satellites from distant solar systems 
unnoticed coming back unremedied 
& one of them, perhaps, they sd listen.   
 
A great rumbling began as if an earthquake or volcano a semblance of a vortex & all light fell & 
sounds arose from nowhere & everything seen or heard before ruptured like a habit on a lake of 
nothing with no reflection a surprise of terror that life is valuable & imagination exists a reckoning 
without anything beyond scope where no escape is possible where it is impossible to speak of all 
that is thought & here from the shadows along the edges of what may be forest or may be city a 
great noble beast emerged that may have been there all along but held itself aloof until it chose to be 
more than shadow a coywolf & the sounds became terrible as if they were blood trembling on which 
the figures stood.  
 

Let those sounds rise & fall 
the coywolf sd. Here  
black wings soar, oh yes, here 
yr eyes will be opened for once 



where can be no rest, & nothing  
is built for you, & dark is light.  
My ears, more sensitive than yrs, have heard  
this shriek & my nose caught this stench 
of what you are far too used to 
brought here by some shapelessness. You creatures  
are strange beasts, walking thru the night 
to scare yrselves. If it is yrs, know 
what does not belong here, this message without  
a messenger. And with that the coywolf  
spoke in some unearthly language 
half howl half blood-curdling ancient growl. 

 

No territorial hemorrhage mass shift differentiation prominent density 

mega-cisterna magna atrophy may be out of proportion for age 

generated using voice recognition. It was about imperfection, under 

pressure, irreconcilable, but that’s not what you’ll hear. You don’t have 

the clearance. Let that be a joke no one laughs at anymore. You’ll get 

what little there is without anything of the curvature of truth around 

magnetic or gravitational forces scarcely understood. Power thinks 

only power can think.   

 

But this is not a story, a spy story or a memoir. It is a manner of 

speaking that cannot continue.  

 

The leaves were coming down, red, yellow, collecting in sidewalks or 

drains. The easiest way not to speak about something is to make it 

secret. That secret can be filled with all the anxieties that anyone wants 

to attach it to. But here there are two, & they bookend a life, or many 

lives, & the first has not happened yet. 

 

The idea of a key is one that is most seductive, like the idea of a 

conspiracy. They promise much the same thing. But there is a need for 

underground language, or there was, at some time. They were very 

careful about going out on the street. They were conscious of how they 

could be seen, and they took care to make sure they were seen in a 



certain way. The temptation in writing this is to end it like a poem, as 

though the end could tell something about the beginning.  

     

Time borrowed but never bought.  

 

A better point might be: whoever is the first to break, give them the 

microphone.  

 

How easily discovered. Self-starvation, immolation, exile.  

 

The awareness of never being or being able to repair what happened. 

That life had changed irrevocably. But what else changed, and is it 

enough? 

 

There is enough literature around it that it should not be a surprise 

when it happens. But the bourgeoisie are always surprised, over and 

over, like secrets revealed.  

 
Then, without making any acknowledgement, 
the coywolf turned & slipped away.  

 
The coywolf’s disdain was joy, they sd  
one day that is a million collective years 
has stock options, unforgivable atonal 
pus, mind-wrecked, vacuum-wrapped in quicklime 
& easiness because when children 
ask we must tell them children die 
& are never noticed, & whoever is advancing— 
we do not care who is advancing—altho 
we have to care—& I do not fear that, 
or if I fear, & must, I fear not being able 
to summon love, exactly love, that brought me here. 
“I miss you too.” And Rigley or Hypatia 
had fallen upward into damaged song.  
 
 
 
 
 



ELEGIES ADVANCE 

break hand in hand with shadow 
      without any assurance 

that even silence & misery 
fragmented memory 

      bewilderment at the cost of 
        searching 

           break on the beach or scent of saltwater 
   almost taste inseparable that rain washed away 

impossible sunset on the ocean unthot 
why dunes if there was already sand 
why words if there was already a language of agony 

why graves if already there was grief 
each ruinous sufficiency in volcanoes renounced 

window that is both garden & wall 
diminishment as powerful as ever 

       in a list or letter or speech 
  that goes on forever 

break hand in hand with separation 
        looking directly into the eyes together 
    that look directly back alone 
           & all of it true in the bone 

& what 
       this 

 without notice pitched disappearance 
& what 

this 
that is the meaning of wind 



ELEGIES ADVANCE 
 
Empty dryness, miles of nothing, twisted 
vision of desolation, conversation & phonemes 
that swallowed it, this adored moment that 
wants to be mentioned that shall be passed over 
& the irreplaceable that barely accepts a future 
memory of nay & ruined adverbs & nouns of calcite 
the blood of accusation & the echo of  
accusation & the amplification therein what 
are the last lines of DEATH AT LEAVENWORTH 
to MENTAL CASES?  
 
   Gone the lights 
                    that shine in darkness 
       gone the joy 
            that was not mimic 
          of a future or a past 
    & this a mineral faultline 
        to remain untouched 
                                               (Anonymous Notebook) 
 
ALL THINGS CENSORED then, a passivism of no self 
wound, inherited rebellion in the sense of no 
inheritance, beings turning in fire with 
beings, militance against repair that is 
threat more than the notes of 
Was just walking up —  & surprised  
a large hawk, which flew from a chain- 
link fence to a balcony of a triple- 
decker, its feathers turned & ruffled, majestic 
& indifferent looking on: 
Which poem was that, written by whom 
which form? Never & no. So look up.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 




